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Abstract—Crowdsourcing is an effective paradigm in human
centric computing for addressing problems by utilizing human
computation power. While efforts have been made to study the
crowdsourcing systems for labeling tasks such as classiﬁcation,
those for scoring tasks with continuous and correlative answers
have not been well studied. In this paper, we propose two
inference algorithms, MCE (Maximum Correlation Estimate)
and WMCE (Weighted Maximum Correlation Estimate), to infer
true answers based on answers submitted by workers. When
estimating answers, WMCE algorithm assigns diverse weight
to submitted answers of workers based on their quality while
MCE algorithm assigns identical weight to submitted answers of
all workers. For a ﬁxed worker population, we reveal that the
increase in task redundancy1 can improve accuracy of estimated
answers but such improvement is limited within a certain level.
We further show that WMCE algorithm can reduce the inﬂuence
of this limitation better than MCE algorithm for the same
crowdsourcing system. Simulation results validate our theoretical
analysis and show that WMCE algorithm outperforms MCE
algorithm in the accuracy of estimated answers.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Scoring task, with the increasing need for the evaluation
of quality, has been drawing much attention in recent years.
Different from labeling tasks which have multiple independent
labels for workers to choose, answers of scoring tasks are
continuous number in an interval and have correlation with
each other. Some scoring tasks like scoring papers in online examination systems[1] have been studied. However, the scoring
task can only be accomplished by humans, thus making it hard
for the system to work efﬁciently. To improve the performance
of the system, we need to ﬁnd a way to accomplish the tasks
more quickly and accurately with lower cost. Now with the
boom of Internet, the power of crowd on the Internet can be
utilized to fulﬁll such kind of task, which corresponds to the
notion of crowdsourcing. Some crowdsourcing platforms have
been built to solve scoring tasks. Alfaro et al. in [2] build a
tool called “CrowdGrader” to let students submit and collaboratively grade solutions to homework assignments. However,
none of the prior work focuses on the theoretical analysis of the
crowdsourcing based scoring system. So we are interested in
designing an allocating method for the tasks as well as making
the theoretical analysis of the crowdsourcing based scoring
system, which can be utilized in many application scenarios
such as the evaluation of articles, paintings and movies.
There have already been many typical crowdsourcing systems worldwide such as Amazon Mechanical Turk[3] and
Yahoo! Answers[4]. Different from the crowdsourcing based
resource allocation systems like [5], in above systems, people
1 In this paper, the term redundancy indicates the number of workers
allocated to a task.

can publish tasks on the system platform and collect answers
from workers. Through such systems, workers can fulﬁll
scoring tasks to get paid and the task providers can collect
a large number of answers submitted by workers to estimate
the true answer at a low cost. However, the collected answers
are unreliable because the workers’ performance can be inﬂuenced by many factors such as biological and psychological
conditions or biased understandings of tasks. In order to get
reliable answers from workers, task redundancy and inference
algorithms shall be utilized. The estimated answer is then
derived from all answers submitted by workers. Nevertheless,
such scheme is confronted with the following two challenges:
(1) How the task redundancy inﬂuences on the accuracy of
estimated answers? (2) What inference algorithm shall be
utilized to infer task answers with higher accurate level?
In labeling tasks, majority voting [6], which chooses what
the majority of workers agree on, is a straightforward and
widely-used inference algorithm to estimate answers from
multiple workers’ responses. Inspired by the majority voting
algorithm, based on characteristics of the scoring task, we
proposed a fast and straightforward algorithm called MCE
(Maximum Correlation Estimate) algorithm to do the answer
inference for scoring tasks.
However, both of majority voting and MCE have a vulnerable output, which can be easily inﬂuenced by the noisy
answers from low quality workers. To cope with that, we need
to separate the low quality workers from high quality workers.
Now many researchers are focusing on estimating task answers
by estimating the reliability of workers and many algorithms
have been proved to be effective in the labeling tasks. Karger et
al. propose a task allocation method based on random regular
bipartite graph and use low rank approximation to generate
the estimated answer[7]. Moreover, they also develop an efﬁcient crowdsourcing system in minimizing the task assignment
redundancy while achieving a desirable reliability. Ghosh et
al. apply eigenvalue decomposition method to homogeneoustask model [8] and Ho et al. generalize the model to be
heterogeneous[9]. However, the schemes proposed are mainly
for labeling tasks, and are unsuitable to be applied to scoring
tasks, because the answers in the latter could be correlative
with each other. Inspired by the iterative algorithm proposed by
Karger et al.[10], we design the WMCE (Weighted Maximum
Correlation Estimate) algorithm for scoring tasks, which infers
task answers based on not only the worker quality but also the
answers’ correlations with each other. We consider the average
degree of approximation between estimated answers and true
answers as the performance metric of the crowdsourcing
system.
In this paper, we investigate on inference algorithms of

task answers and the relationship between task redundancy and
accuracy of estimated answers in the crowdsourcing system
based scoring. Speciﬁcally, we have the following two-fold
contributions.
• We propose two inference algorithms, MCE and WMCE.
WMCE algorithm which assigns diverse weights to workers’
submitted answers based on their quality can outperform
the MCE algorithm which assigns identical weights to the
submitted answers.
• We reveal that the increase in task redundancy can improve the accuracy of estimated answers but such improvement
is limited within a certain level which is determined by the
worker quality and the inference algorithm.
II.

S YSTEM M ODEL AND P ROBLEM F ORMULATION

In this section, we ﬁrst present our system model, and then
formulate our problem.
A. System Model
In the crowdsourcing based scoring system, tasks are
assigned to workers by a server. Workers give their evaluated
score2 for the assigned tasks and submit their scores to
the server. After that the server utilizes a certain inference
algorithm to estimate the task answer based on submitted
answers. The design goal of this system is to let the estimated
answer be as close to the true answer as possible.
Suppose that there are m scoring tasks whose scoring range
is in a continuous interval [a, b]. These tasks can compose a
task set denoted by T = {ti }i∈[m] 3 , where the element ti ∈
[a, b] represents the true answer of task i. True answers of tasks
are drawn from a distribution denoted by D. These m tasks
are assigned to n workers which compose a worker set W =
{wj }j∈[n] . If the true answer of a task is y, the probability
density of worker j with submitted answer x is denoted by the
b
probability density function fj (x|y), where a fj (x|y) dx = 1
for any y ∈ [a, b] and j ∈ [n]. The probability density functions
are drawn from a distribution denoted by Q.
B. Problem Formulation
For scoring tasks with an continuous score interval in [a, b],
we deﬁne a correlation function to describe the proximity
(correlation) of two scores are with each other in as the
equation (1) shows. For mathematical tractability, we use the
square form (·)2 instead of the absolute value sign form |·| to
proﬁle the correlation.

2
1 − c(x − y) if |x − y| < √1c ,
Δ
R (x, y) =
(1)
0 otherwise,
where c is a constant. Intuitively, if the difference between
x and y is small, the value of the correlation function will
approach 1, which indicates that they have high correlation
with each other. Apparently, the true score is most correlative
with itself. If the difference between two scores is large
2 Throughout
3 Throughout

{1, 2, . . . , N }.

this paper, we will use “score” and “answer” interchangeably
this paper, we use notation [N ] to denote the set

enough, the value of the correlation function will be 0 since
they are not correlative with each other.
We use a regular random bipartite graph G = (T ∪ W, E)
to model the task allocation. The edge set E represents the
task assignment, where (ti , wj ) ∈ E if task ti is assigned to
worker wj . The degree of nodes in T is l, which indicates that
each task is randomly assigned to l different tasks. The degree
of nodes in W is r, which means that each task is randomly
assigned to r different workers. The parameters m, n, l, r are
subject to the equation ml = nr according to the property of
bipartite graph. In this allocation scheme, all tasks are allocated
simultaneously and answers are collected from workers. These
m×n
, where the
answers compose the answer matrix A = [Aij ]
matrix entity Aij ∈ {[a, b] ∪ null}. Aij = null if task ti is
not assigned to worker wj .
In order to describe the performance or accuracy of the
system, we deﬁne the average correlation between estimated
answers and true answers.
m



Δ 1
R t̂i , ti ,
R̄ =
(2)
m i=1
where ti is the true answer of task i and tˆi is the estimated
answer of task i. To illustrate the accuracy of the system
more obviously when R̄ is close to 1, we deﬁne correlation
error Ec , which is very similar to the term bit error rate in
communication principle
Δ

Ec = 1 − R̄.

(3)

To clarify the analysis in the following sections, we also
give deﬁnitions of some derivative parameters. We deﬁne q̃j|y
as

b

Δ

q̃j|y =

a

fj (x|y) R (x, y) dx,

(4)

which can be interpreted as the mathematical expectation of
correlation between the task true answer y and the answer of
worker j. However, in this deﬁnition, q̃j|y of workers who
give the answers randomly is still larger than 0. Hence, we
need to add bias to the correlation function to let q̃j|y = 0
if worker j gives answers randomly. The biased correlation
function R̃ (x, y) is deﬁned as
b
R (x, y) dy
Δ
(5)
,
R̃ (x, y) = R (x, y) − a
b−a
b
which satisﬁes a R̃ (x, y) dx = 0. Then the quality of worker
j when the true answer of task is y is deﬁned as
 b
Δ
(6)
fj (x|y) R̃ (x, y) dx.
qj|y =
a

Based on qj|y , the quality of worker j is deﬁned as4

Δ 1
qj =
qj|ti .
|∂j|
i∈∂j

(7)

Intuitively, if qj is large, it indicates that the worker j is
reliable. If the worker gives answers randomly, qj = 0.
4 Throughout the paper, we use ∂i to denote the worker set which is assigned
to task i and use ∂j to denote the tasks set which is allocated to worker j.

When the true answer of the task is y, we deﬁne
 b
Δ
bj|y =
(x − y)fj (x|y) dx,

(8)

a

which is the answer bias of work j. Similarly, we deﬁne
 b


 2
Δ
(9)
vj|y =
x − y + bj|y fj (x|y) dx,
a

which is the answer variance of work j.
III.

I NFERENCE A LGORITHM

In this section, we introduce two inference algorithms,
MCE and WMCE. Different from inference algorithms in
crowdsourcing based labeling system like the iterative algorithm proposed in [10], the following two inference algorithms
can utilize the correlation between workers’ answers and true
answers even though they are not exactly equal to each other.
A. MCE Algorithm
In labeling tasks, majority voting, which chooses what the
majority of workers agree on, is a straightforward approach
to estimate answers from multiple workers’ responses. In
majority voting, the voting weight of each worker is identical.
For scoring tasks, we propose the MCE algorithm as following by integrating the characteristics of maximum likelihood
estimation and majority voting.
Algorithm 1 MCE Algorithm
Input:
m×n
The answer matrix A = [Aij ]
The correlation parameter function R̃(x, y)
Output:
The estimated answer vector t̂ = t̂i i∈[m]
1: for i = 1, 2, ..., m do
R̃(x, Aij );
2:
t̂i = arg max
3:
4:

end for
return t̂;

x∈[a,b] j∈∂i

As is shown in line 2, based on the maximum likelihood
estimation, MCE algorithm chooses the task estimated answer
x which maximizes the sum of correlation function’s value
R̃(x, yj ), where yj is the answer submitted by worker j. Similar to majority voting, this algorithm gives identical weight to
each allocated worker’s answers when choosing the estimated
answers. Different from majority voting, this algorithm can
utilize the correlation between answers, which indicates that
this algorithm can estimate answers more accurately than
majority voting for scoring tasks.
B. WMCE Algorithm
When quality of workers is divergent, MCE algorithm is
error-prone since it gives identical weight to each worker’s
answer. In order to estimate task answers accurately, we
can use workers’ quality as their weight while to estimate
workers’ quality answers precisely, we shall use true answers
of tasks. However, neither workers’ quality nor task answer
is prior known. To resolve such a challenge, we propose

the WMCE algorithm which can estimate both the worker
quality and task answers by iterations at the same time. At
each iteration, the
algorithm will update new estimated answer
 (h)
vector t̂(h) = t̂i i∈[m] and new estimated quality vector
 (h)
q̂ (h) = q̂j j∈[n] , where the superscript (h) denotes the value
of variables in the hth iteration.
Algorithm 2 WMCE Algorithm
Input:
m×n
The answer matrix A = [Aij ]
The maximum iteration number hmax
The biased correlation function R̃(x, y)
Output:
The estimated answer vector t̂
1: Initialize the estimated qualtiy vector q̂ (1) = 1n , where 1n
denotes the all-ones vector in n-dimensional.
2: for h = 1, 2, ..., hmax do
3:
for i = 1, 2, ..., m do
(h)
(h)
4:
q̂j R̃ (x, Aij );
t̂i = arg max
x∈[a,b] j∈∂i

5:
6:
7:

end for
for j = 1, 2, ..., n do
(h+1)
(h)
q̂j
= 1r
R̃(t̂i , Aij );
i∈∂j

8:
9:
10:
11:

end for
end for
The estimated answer vector t̂ = t̂(hmax )
return t̂;

During each iteration, the algorithm updates the new estimated answer x which maximums the sum of correlation
function’s value R̃(x, yj ) based on the previous estimated
quality of worker j, where yj is the answer submitted by
worker j. After that, it updates the estimated workers’ quality
based on the previous estimated answer.
IV.

T HEORETICAL A NALYSIS

In reality, many scoring systems usually employ selected
workers, which indicates that the difference between the true
answer and the worker’s answer is not large. In this section,
we focus on the theoretical analysis in above scenario. This
assumption can be formulated as: ∀y ∈ [a, b] and ∀j ∈ [n],
fj (x|y) = 0 when |x − y| > √1c . Given worker quality,
answer bias and answer variance, we can obtain the mathematical expectation of correlation error Ec for two inference
algorithms as shown in Theorem 1. Based on above theorem,
we will further show that reducing the correlation error by
increasing task redundancy is limited within a certain level in
Corollary 1.
Theorem 1: For ∀y ∈ [a, b] and ∀j ∈ [n], if fj (x|y) = 0
when |x − y| > √1c , the mathematical expectation of correlation error Ec can be expressed as5
E [Ec ] =

1 
E [Ec,i ],
m
i∈[m]

(10)

5 E [·] is a notation of mathematical expectation. Throughout this paper, we
use boldface characters to denote random variables.

where E [Ec,i ] is the mathematical expectation of correlation
error for ith task. E [Ec,i ] can be expressed as
E [Ec,i ] = X + Y,
⎧

⎪
⎨ X=c

where

⎪
⎩ Y =c

j∈∂i

j∈∂i

w̃l,j bj|ti

(11)
2

1
l

V.
.

2
w̃l,j
vj|ti

The normalized worker weight satisﬁes
w̃l,j =

j∈∂i

(12)

w̃l,j = 1, where

for ∀j ∈ ∂i in MCE algorithm while w̃l,j =

for ∀j ∈ ∂i in WMCE algorithm.

qj

j∈∂i

qj

Proof: See Appendix A.
In Theorem 1, we give the speciﬁc value of the mathematical expectation of Ec . The expectation of Ec in MCE
algorithm and WMCE algorithm can be both calculated by
above formulas, where the only difference is the normalized
worker weight. Due to the complexity of these formulas, it is
hard to see which algorithm is better. In the following analysis,
we will show the advantage of WMCE algorithm.
Corollary 1: (System Bias) If fj (x|y) = 0 when
|x − y| > √1c , for ﬁxed worker population, E [Ec ] can be
reduced by increasing the task redundancy but it has to satisfy
the following inequality
2
c  
E [Ec ] >
w̃n,j bj|ti ,
(13)
m
i∈[m]

Hence, compared to WMCE algorithm, MCE algorithm will
amplify the answer bias of workers which results in larger
system bias. So WMCE algorithm outperforms MCE algorithm
in the accuracy of estimated answers.

j∈[n]

where w̃n,j = n1 for ∀j ∈ [n] in MCE algorithm while w̃n,j =
qj

qj for ∀j ∈ [n] in WMCE algorithm. The right term in
j∈[n]

(13) is deﬁned as the system bias.

In this section, we compare the performance of two algorithms in two cases where distribution of worker quality
is convergent and divergent, repectively. We consider the
quality distribution is convergent when any worker from the
worker population satisfy the assumption in section IV: for
∀y ∈ [a, b] and ∀j ∈ [n], fj (x|y) = 0 when |x − y| > √1c . In
this case, the difference between the maximum quality and
minimum quality is not large. We show that when worker
quality is convergent, the increase of redundancy can improve
the performance of both algorithms and such improvement is
indeed limited by the theoretical system bias. The performance
of WMCE algorithm is not much better than that of MCE
algorithm. When worker quality is divergent where there
are workers who give random scores, we show that WMCE
algorithm can identify high quality workers precisely and
WMCE algorithm outperforms MCE algorithm much better.
In simulation, we set the correlation function in [0, 10] with
c = 0.25. We create m = 1000 tasks and n = 1000 workers,
which indicates that l = r for any task redundancy l. For
simplicity, the worker population has two types, which are
high quality and low quality.
A. Convergent Quality Distribution
The parameters of high quality worker and low quality
worker are set in Table I.
TABLE I: Parameters of two worker types

Proof: See Appendix B.
In the proof of Corollary 1,

2
c  
E Ec =
(
w̃n,j bj|ti )
m
i∈[m] j∈[n]
cn   2
+
(
w̃n,j vj|ti ).
ml

Ratio
Quality
Bias

(14)

i∈[m] j∈[n]

 
2
vj|ti can scale
as
Θ n12 for
In a ﬁxed worker population, w̃n,j


2
w̃n,j
any j ∈ [n], so
vj|ti can scale as Θ n1 . Under the
j∈[n]

constraint condition l ≤ n, when l increases up to the

 scale
Θ (n), the right term in equation (14) can scale as Θ n1 . In
this case, the system bias dominantly determines E Ec or
the accuracy of estimated answers and the increase in task
redundancy almost cannot improve the accuracy.
Considering the complexity of expression for system bias
in (13), we will show some intuitive understandings about
why WMCE algorithm outperforms MCE algorithm in the
accuracy of estimated answers. Since high quality workers
usually have low answer bias, for each term w̃n,j bj|ti , larger
answer bias bj|ti matches with smaller answer weight w̃n,j
for WMCE algorithm, while larger answer bias bj|ti always
matches with the same answer weight n1 for MCE algorithm.

S IMULATION

High quality

Low quality

50%
0.3188
0.1

50%
0.1095
0.3881

The comparison of the two algorithms is shown in Figure 1.
For both algorithms, as task redundancy increases, the correlation error decreases. When task redundancy is large, both
algorithms approach their corresponding theoretical system
bias and the correlation error is almost unchanged with the
increase of task redundancy. In this case, the performance
of WMCE algorithm is not much better than that of MCE
algorithm. Figure 2 shows the estimated worker quality in
descending order for WMCE algorithm when it ﬁnally converges. It is obvious that there is a sharp falling edge when the
worker index is 500, which indicates that WMCE algorithm
can separate high quality workers and low quality workers
clearly. This result corresponds to the initial setting, where
high quality workers account for 50% of worker population.
B. Divergent Quality Distribution
The parameters of high quality worker and low quality
worker are set in Table II. For the divergent quality distribution
of worker population, the performance comparison of the two
algorithms is shown in Figure 3. From this ﬁgure, we can

0
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MCE Algorithm
System Bias of MCE Algorithm
WMCE Algorithm
System Bias of WMCE Algorithm
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MCE Algorithm
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c

0.015
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Fig. 1: Comparison of two algorithms
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Fig. 3: Estimated quality in descending order
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Fig. 2: Estimated quality in descending order

see that WMCE algorithm outperforms MCE algorithm much
better. This is because WMCE algorithm can evaluate the
quality of workers and assign the answer weight based on
workers’ quality. In contrary, MCE algorithm gives identical
weight to every workers, which cannot avoid the inﬂuence of
noisy answers. This is why WMCE algorithm can outperform
MCE much better in the divergent quality distribution than that
in the convergent quality distribution. The Figure 4 shows the
distribution of estimated worker quality in descending order,
which also corresponds to initial parameters.
TABLE II: Parameters of two worker types

Ratio
Quality
Bias

High quality

Low quality

30%
0.7684
0.1

70%
0.0404
3

In above simulation, large task redundancy will create a
huge answer matrix, which increases the complexity of data
transmission and storage greatly. Thanks to the applications
of compressive sensing in networks like [11][12][13], we can
reduce above complexity by this technique. We leave this as
our future work.

0
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1000

Fig. 4: Estimated quality in descending order

VI.

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we have investigated on the crowdsourcing
system for scoring tasks whose answers are continuous and
correlative with each other. We have considered the question
of inference algorithms and the relationship between task
redundancy and correlation error of estimated answer. We have
proposed two inference algorithms, MCE and WMCE. MCE
algorithm assigns identical answer weight to all workers while
WMCE algorithm assigns diverse answer weight to workers
based on their quality. We have proved that increase of redundancy can decrease correlation error but the correlation error
cannot be smaller than the system bias for both algorithms.
WMCE algorithm has smaller system bias than MCE algorithm, which indicates that WMCE algorithm outperforms MCE
algorithm in the accuracy of estimated answers. Simulation
results have validated our theoretical analysis and shown that
WMCE algorithm can outperform MCE algorithm, especially
when the worker quality distribution is divergent.
VII.
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A PPENDIX A
P ROOF OF T HEOREM 1
It is obvious that we can derive E [Ec ] when given E [Ec,i ].
So we will mainly prove how to obtain E [Ec,i ] in the following
part.
Since fj (x|y) = 0 when |x − y| > √1c , when WMCE algorithm ﬁnally converges, we can obtain the estimated answer
which maximizes the polynomial in line 4 by calculating the
ﬁrst-order derivative of this polynomial. The estimated answer
can be expressed as

w̃l,j Aij ,
t̂i =
(15)
j∈∂i

where w̃l,j =

qj

j∈∂i

qj .

For MCE algorithm, to obtain t̂i , we

need to let w̃l,j = 1l .
Hence, E [Ec,y ] can be derived as6





2
E Ec,y = E 1 − R t̂i , ti = cE t̂i − ti
(16)




= cE2 t̂i − ti + cD t̂i − ti .


To 
lighten the formula, let X = cE2 t̂i − ti , Y =
cD t̂i − ti .
6 D [·]

is a notation of variance.

For X, substituting (15) into X, we have





X = cE2 (t̂i − ti ) = cE2 (−ti +
w̃l,j Aij )
= cE

2

 

w̃l,j (Aij − ti )

j∈∂i

=c



w̃l,j E [Aij − ti ]

2

j∈∂i



(17)
=c



j∈∂i

w̃l,j bj|ti

2

.

j∈∂i

For Y , substituting (15) into Y , we have





w̃l,j Aij
Y = cD t̂i − ti = cD −ti +
j∈∂i


 
 

w̃l,j Aij = c
D w̃l,j Aij
= cD
j∈∂i



=c

j∈∂i

(18)




2
2
w̃l,j
D Aij = c
w̃l,j
vj|ti .

j∈∂i

j∈∂i

Hence, E [Ec,i ] can be expressed as
E [Ec,i ] = X + Y


2
2
w̃l,j bj|ti + c
w̃l,j
vj|ti .
=c
j∈∂i

(19)

j∈∂i

A PPENDIX B
P ROOF OF C OROLLARY 1
Substituting (11) and (12) into (10), we have

1  
E Ec,i
E Ec =
m
i∈[m]
2

1  
1    2
=
c
w̃l,j bj|ti +
w̃l,j vj|ti
c
m
m
i∈[m]

j∈∂i

i∈[m]

j∈∂i

(20)
Recall that each task is allocated to l different workers randomly, which indicates that for ∀i ∈ [m], the probability density
functions of workers who are assigned to task i is drawn from
the same distribution Q as those of n workers. Hence, the
derived parameters qj , bj|y for ∀i ∈ [m] and ∀j ∈ ∂i have
the same distributions as those for ∀j ∈ [n]. So (20) can be
derived as
2


c   2
c  
w̃l,j bj|ti +
w̃l,j vj|ti
E Ec =
m
m
i∈[m] j∈∂i
i∈[m] j∈∂i
2

c   n2  2
c  
w̃n,j bj|ti +
w̃
v
=
j|t
n,j
i
m
m
l2
j∈∂i
i∈[m] j∈[n]
i∈[m]
2

c  
c  n  2
=
w̃n,j bj|ti +
w̃n,j vj|ti
m
m
l
i∈[m] j∈[n]
i∈[m]
j∈[n]




2
cn   2
c  
w̃n,j bj|ti +
w̃n,j vj|ti .
=
m
ml
i∈[m]

j∈[n]

i∈[m]

j∈[n]

(21)
Hence we have
2

c  
w̃n,j bj|ti .
E Ec >
m
i∈[m]

j∈[n]

(22)

